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Justice Conference inspires change
By ALEXIS CHRI5TOPHERSON
A N D J E S S I C A S TA N T O N

been wrongly incarcerated, was in
terviewed by Ann Mara on her work
with the project. The staggering
number of 20,000 innocent people
in jail, 3,000 of whom are on death
row. Is the pursuit of her passion.

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

The 2012 Justice Conference

took place in Portland and brought
in a slew of theologians, pastors,
and 180 organizations from all over

75% of all wrongly Incarcerated

the country.

people, were put in jail by misiden-

The Portland Convention Center

tification by witnesses. The goal of

was packed to the brim with the

the innocence project is to reform
the criminal Justice system.

4,000 visitors from 42 states and

eight countries from around the

She

world.

Friday night began with a short
worship band Elliot singing a rendi
tion of U2's "Where the Streets Have

worship. The Emcees of the event,

r:

Ann Mara, and Eric Knox introduced

each speaker, each speaking on the
main theme of justice from their

'

ing churches in high need, high
risk areas. He said that our genera
tion is making the American creed a
reality: One nation, under God.
Rachel Lloyd, the founder of

own personal life experiences and
The first speaker. Ken Wytsma
defined Justice as it would be ref
erenced throughout the rest of

Gems (Girls Educational and Men

toring Services], was the next
speaker on the agenda. She stressed
Photo courtesy of RENEE GECK
the importance of rescue being
Christ."
only a temporary solution and said
encouraged the audience to walk
on the issues of sex trafficking, that,
their talk, but also realize that they
Twiss was followed by Rick
can't walk without talking. "Those McKinely, the pastor of Imago Dei "They may not be sexy issues, but
who don't wait upon the Lord,
they're critical Issues. When the
Community in Portland. He started
won't get very far."
his speech by confronting the seat- hype has moved on, what have we
left behind?" Lloyd emphasized,
Brueggemann was followed by
saving tendencies of people, par
Richard L. Twiss. With a touching alleling "our attitude... of making " W e ' r e n o t t h e r e s c u e r s . . . o u r r o l e
and courageous speech, and a per
is to plant seeds. Someone to treat
property claims, is the same as that
sonal story, Twiss confronted the
of the trafficking girl." He referenced [the women} with love and respect."
lack of knowledge about the injus
Matthew 20, which tells the story The critical issues that need to be
addressed are domestic violence.
tice done to the Native Americans
of the laborers In the vineyard, all
in our nation. Asking, "What does It
child abuse, racism and poverty.
being paid the same wages, despite
mean to be fully Christian and fully working different hours. He claimed T h e s e a r e t h e I n s t i t u t i o n a l s t r u c
human?" In an American nation,
tures that need to change to sustain
neighborliness was the way to
he was later asked for forgiveness c r e a t e a n e w w o r l d .
the solution for sex trafficking.
The next speakers were Shane
and how to reconcile with the "host
After a lunch break, Maddy

the conference: that justice is what
ought to be in relationships. He
referenced the usage of justice and

The worship band keeps the crowd going during the Justice Conference

righteousness as synonyms in the

Bible. He encouraged the audience
that "we can't fix [the world] perma
nently, but we change it... If it was

high energy and an engaging in
terview with Walter Brueggemann.
The outspoken theologian was in

impossible to change the world,
God wouldn't ask us to try!"
He was followed by Miroslav

points about God's covenants with
His people and His requirements
of them: 7j steadfast love, 2) righ
teousness, 3) justice, 4j mercy and
5) compassion. Brueggemann said
that the pivot point of the five re
quirements is justice. Brueggemann

says: honor everyone. Volf chal

lenged the audience: justice honors
those one would disagree with or
think don't deserve honor. God

loves His own enemies and human

ity is called to do the same.

The next morning started with

t e r v i e w e d , a n d s t r e s s e d fi v e m a i n

continued on to elaborate on each

of the five words and said that the

modern media is "designed to make
us numb and being numb makes us
compliant consumers."God emptied
Himself for the world and He calls

people of America." He responded,
"To be co-equal participants in

all to do the same. To conclude, he

the life, work and mission of Jesus

Delone, the Executive Director of

Crescent Staff

Last month, the Associated

goes against the recommenda
tion of the George Fox Human
Sexuality Discussion Group,

The proposal was submit

community. "We're not stopping
anything," said Lau. "We made a

ted by AJ. Mendoza, who first

suggestion, not a mandate."

learned about the Social Re

Student Community passed a
"Social Responsibility Fund" pro
posal. This proposal will donate

which consists of faculty and

staff to specifically address the
issues of sexuality and their ac

ily a suicide prevention hotline,

served as the Multicultural Rep

$500 to the Trevor Project, a

but also includes social advo

cordance with the George Fox
University lifestyle agreement.

cacy in their "Strategic Plan."

resentative for ASC Supreme
Court. According to Mendoza,
"The stated purpose of the fund

suicide prevention hotline for
lesbian, bisexual, gay, transgender, and questioning youth.
The proposal passed 4-3 and
has caused some controversy
over whether or not the Trevor

According to Vice Presi
dent of Student Life Brad Lau,
"The question was that we did

not know the degree to which
the Trevor Project was a social

Project falls within the qualifica
tions of the fund. According to
the fund's specifications, "Donat
ing towards scientific research,
social activist organizations, or
similar groups is not appropri

activist organization. We rec

ate."

youth in crisis. Their vision is to

ASC president Elizabeth
Tolon, a non-voting member of

ommended that It might need
more consideration."

The Trevor Project was
founded in 1998 In order to

provide support to LGBTQ
work towards "a future where

the possibilities, opportunities,

The Trevor Project Is primar

According to the Web site,

Trevor Project hopes to advo
cate for"Requir[ing] state youth
risk assessment surveys to
include sexual orientation [and]

implement[lng] a successful, ex
portable, grass roots model for
mandating suicide prevention

all youth, regardless of sexual
orientation or gender identity."

tion. In a letter to the adminis

The non-profit organization has

decision reflects the greater uni

tration, Tolon wrote, "Regarding
the passing of $500 toward the
Trevor Project, the ASC Central

received over 200,000 calls since

versity."

Committee concluded that the

uality Discussion Group was

main purpose of the organiza
tion is suicide prevention and

cautious about supporting

not the affirmation of the LGBT

that the ASC Central Commit
tee has the freedom to act as
elected members of the student

lifestyle."
The passage of the proposal

the organization, Lau assures

can say no to teen suicide pre

acting in response to student
needs in passing this proposal
and we understand that our

And despite their recom
mendation, Lau affirms their

decision. "Even though we have
a lifestyle agreement, we want
everybody who comes here to

feel accepted. We want to be
expressing grace and truth," he

N C A A
Bracket
Released
George Fox vs
Cal Lutheran

7 p.m. on Friday
in Wheeler

vention?"

Similarly, Brad Lau affirms

grant funding to The Trevor
Project may not be comparable
with every student's opinion,
Mendoza says, "This Issue is ulti
mately about loving the Other."

and dreams are the same for

And while the Human Sex

poverished." Mendoza believes

the Trevor Project lines up with
the aims of the university. "Who

Its core. We believe that we are

tains that the Trevor Project is
not a social activist organiza

its inception.

is to meet the needs of the im

this sentiment. "In regards to

ASC's Central Committee, main

See JUSTICE | page 8

sponsibility Fund when he

training in schools."
In the statement from ASC,
Tolon writes, "We believe that
saving lives is a mission in line

with university values and this
organization has this purpose at

Claiborne, the founder of the

the Innocence Project, which works
to release prison inmates who have

ASC Donation aimed at preventing
suicide in LGBTQ youth
By TYLER ZIMMERMAN

M.

"Discipleship needs to happen with
the people who have the deepest
needs." He also talked about plant

frameworks.

the simplicity of 1 Peter 2:17, which

John

tion and redistribution. Perkins said,

No Name" and leading the crowd in

Theology at Vale University Divinity
School. He broke down justice in

followed

founder of multiple ministries. His
main points revolved around the
three "R"s: relocation, reconcilia

poem from Micah Bournes and the

Volf, the Director of Yale's Center for
Faith and Culture and a Professor of

was

Perkins, a civil rights leader and the

social issues, George Fox has
always been counter-cultural as
compared to others within the
Evangelical community."

at Ithaca

Elms

And while the decision to

Southem Maine

Bowdoin

at George Fox

He asked his fellow students to

consider if we really care about
social justice. "George Fox is in

, Cat Lutheran

the business of reconciliation.

i Lewis and Clark

Why wouldn't we do as much
as we can to prevent youth

1

Concordia (Texas)

suicide?"

said.

I
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MRSA infection closes gym
B y M A K E N Z I E D AV I S

MRSA at Wheeler than at any other

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

place on campus."

On February 8 Wheeler Sports

areas to prevent the spread of Methi-

MRSA is a staph infection differ
ent from any other disease of its kind.
According to the Center for Disease

cillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus
(MRSA), a form of staph infection.
Prior to the closing of the gym, a

immune to most kinds of antibiotics
that eliminate other staph bacteria.

Center at George Fox University shut
its doors in order to disinfect multiple

Control and Prevention (CDC), it is

Commonly skin lesions, such as

student came to Head Athletic Trainer

pustules or bolls, appear; this infec

Dale Isaak with reports of a spider-like

tion is easily mistaken for a spider

bite. He went to the Health and Coun

seling Center, and the cultures con
firmed the diagnosis of MRSA.
The student was immediately pro

bite at first. The infected areas are red,
swollen, painful, and full of drainage.
"These skin infections commonly occur

vided with an antibiotic.

at sites of visible skin trauma, such as

"When

the

cultures

came

cuts and abrasions, and areas of the

back

body covered by hair," states the CDC
web site. "The key to preventing MRSA
infections is for everyone to practice
good hygiene."

showing [the student] was infected

with MRSA, the gym was shut down,"
said Isaak.
Students

were

informed

of

the

Also according to the CDC, a

closing via email.

person may contract the disease by
being in close contact with someone
who is infected, touching infected
wounds or bandages, or sharing close
personal items like razors and towels.
"To prevent it, people just need to

No one knows how the student ini

tially caught the infection, but workers
instantly sanitized the areas he used.

Yellow sheets of paper were put up
around the gym Informing users of the
signs of MRSA and the ways to prevent
contracting the disease.

use common sense: Washing hands

after eating or after touching other
people,"claimed Isaak.
If you are exhibiting signs of MRSA
contact the George Fox Health and
Counseling center at 503-554-2340. For

According to the Health and Coun
seling Center, only the initial student
was treated for the infection on
campus.

According to Isaak, Wheeler is now

a safe location on campus: "There is

not any more risk being in contact with

more information about the disease,
visit the CDC web site.

The MRSA infection caused the workout area ofWheeler to be shut down. It Is now open to the
again.

Photo by SHARAYAH GRACIANI

What does the Board of Trustees do for students?
of the university, Robin Baker,

educators and pastors represent

Crescent Staff

has sole discretion over univer

ing Park Academy in Lake Oswego,

sity affairs, there are, instead, a few

OHSU School of Medicine, Evan

on and off campus, the university's

change is inevitable. At George Fox,
we hear that beginning this year
freshman will no longer be given

formal committees that create pro

gelical Friends Mission Church, and

budget, and the number of presi

"free" Apple laptops or iPads. We

grams as well as abolish those pro
grams that are not working for the

Rose Drive Friends Church.

university.

tions, as detailed by former Chair
woman, Barbara Palmer. First, the

the Board of Trustees, works direct

board \s resporvs\b\e for V\\r\r\g arNd

As we have all experienced:

hear rumors about improved cam

One of these committees, called

pus-wide Internet connections. We
hear news about a football debut

come 2014 and once springtime
arrives, we hear about the inevita
ble rise in our tuition bills.

In response to the latter reality,

some might wonder, "Who even
makes

these

decisions?"

While

others might assume the President

The board has two main func

firing the president of the universi

ty. Second, the board Is responsible
for setting policies that the presi

B R O W N
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Last Thursday evening,
the fourteen attendees of

the first Fox Hunt event gath
ered in the Foxhole to meet

new people while playing
icebreaker games, winning
raffle prizes and even got to
enjoy treats from a chocolate
fountain.
For

those

who

don't

know, the Idea of Fox Hunt
came about from a Business

Capstone project as a way
for GFU students to mingle
with other singles and have
fun in the process.
While It does cost a few

dollars to attend, attendees

can rest assured knowing
any profit the team makes

goes directly to Door to
Grace, an aid agency that
helps restore lives to victims

of sex trafficking in Portland.
"We don't want anyone
to feel like they have to
find a date, just come here

and meet people," co-host
Marcus Webb said.

After everyone put on
their nametags, entered
t h e i r t i c k e t s i n t h e r a f fl e a n d
wrote down two truths and a

lie on Index cards, the night
officially started off at 7 p.m.
with a game of Bear, Hunter,
Babe (a new take on Rock,
Paper, Scissors).

Throughout the evening,
participants would share

what

was

on

the/r

index

cards and everyone else
would have to guess which

well

as

the

members to earn promotions,

comfortable

and

of

party after the event—limit
ing any awkwardness or re
jection fears.
Also important to note
Is just because someone at

along in between the seven
meet and greet sessions, in

which every four minutes
the gentlemen would rotate
from table-to-table and the

ladies would stay seated.
In the middle of the
rounds, there was also a brief

game of Would You Rather,

t e n d e d t h e fi r s t F o x H u n t
doesn't mean he or she can't

go to subsequent events. If
a previous attendee buys a
ticket In advance, the hosts

where each male would

will make arrangements to

make guesses to questions
like whether their randomly
assigned female partner

ensure it's still a new experi

would rather date either Brad

Pitt in his prime or Harrison
Ford in his prime. The duo
who was first to make three

ence for everyone.
For more information on
how to meet someone new

(whether for friendship or
something more), be sure to

matches to each other's

add Fox Hunt on Facebook
and look for the second

answers won a special prize.

event to happen sometime

The night concluded

around the end of March.

prizes ranging from a $20
gift card to House of Good

Fortune, a postcard package
from Cards of Hope (another
Capstone group) to bags of

candy.

At the end of the event,

fun that it was more about

just getting to know people."
As for improvements for
the next Fox Hunt event?

Attendees can expect a

greater variety of icebreaker
games and raffle prizes, as

paign, re-introducing football to
the university and the "Blueprint for
Diversity" campaign, essentially cre
ating opportunities like the Act 6
program for minorities to seek an
See TRUSTEES | page 8

break up the time left until spring break, get

a f t e r d i n n e r.

Although the men will not be partak
ing in nail painting and tea parties, they will

have the opportunity to enjoy hiking and
the sports center and game rooms that are

offered In Molalla. Jake Guckenberger, As

off campus, enjoy time with friends, and be

sistant Retreats Coordinator said this year's

refreshed both relationally and spiritually. On
March 8-9 the women will be retreating to the

spring retreat creates "an opportunity to get
away from the stresses of our everyday life,

Oregon coast at Camp Winema in Lincoln City,
and the men will be in Molalla, Oregon at the

relax, regroup with our selves, as well as with
friends, and grow closer to God."The men will

Molalla Retreat Center.

also have a speaker and student led worship,

Mikayla Todd, Retreats Coordinator, said,
'We will be REtreating in order to be RE-

along with small groups, music, and lots of

freshed, have a blast with each other, REboot
for the rest of the semester, REst, and become
REenergized along with taking time to grow
in wisdom and understanding as we ask hard

"Splitting up men and women gives each
group of people an opportunity to discuss

questions and learn from each other."

Diane Comer, wife of Phil Comer the

pastor of Solid Rock Church, will be speaking
to the women at Spring Retreat. According

good food.

and do things they wouldn't normally be able
to do with a mixed group of people. This also
gives guys and girls an opportunity to retreat

from the pressures that come along with
being around friends of the opposite sex," said
Guckenberger.

Sign-ups begin today in the Bruin's Den.

Cost is only $10. There Is limited space so
make sure you reserve yourself a spot! Reward
yourself with some rest, fellowship and a good
time. You deserve it.

(iCr^esltent

Miin Office (503) ^3011
Buiinses /Ad Inqulm (503) 554-3017

The Crescent Staff 2011-2012

attendee Rachel Clarkson

said, "I was expecting this
really awkward all-aboutdating thing, but it was really

It's that time of year when the school

load seems heavy, spring break is greatly
anticipated and rest Is greatly needed. With
only two months left of the semester, spring
retreat provides an awesome opportunity to

to Todd, movies, dark chocolate, supplies for
pedicures and manicures, hiking, sand castle
building, and tea drinking are sure to be in
cluded In the weekend as well. Dinner will be

with five raffle drawings and

the aforementioned Capital Cam

provided at Camp Winema Friday night and
students will arrive back on campus Saturday

Crescenc Staff

way for singles to exchange

helped keep things moving

measures to President Baker who

will implement them.

offer new marketing strategies for
the university, such as the univer
sity's latest "Capital Campaign."
Collectively, the board agrees
on any changes through a process

By SARAH ERASE

creative

information through a third

board. The current Chair, Gordon

Crisman, will then relay the adopted

Spring retreat preview

a

statement was a lie. TTtis

the proposition, ensuring a unified

President at Bank of America, might

ments, requirements for faculty

addition

passed, each trustee must agree to

Palmer, who serves as Senior Vice

dent will then implement.
Further, the board dictates poli
cies regarding education require

Fox Hunt: A new experience
B y E R I C A T I F F A N Y-

Individually, each trustee offers
suggestions toward improving
Xha unvversVty accordlm^ Xo Vv\s or
her area of expertise. For example,

members are listed on the univer

Paragon Aviation Group. Others are

Essentially, for a measure to be

dential scholarships the university
can afford to give in any given year.

ly with the President. Thirty-three
sity's Web site.
Of these members, many hold
esteemed positions in companies
such as Geffen Mesher & Company,
Sallle Mae, McEwen Gisvold LLP and

called the Quaker Consensus Model.

requirements for tenure, the life
style agreement for those living

By ALEX GAMEZ
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Tennis season opens strong

Wo m e n ' s B a s k e t b a l l

on their way to na

tional championship
things."

By CHRIS REINER

Granted, there is no guar

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

It has been a magical season
so far for the George Fox women's
basketball team. They are 27-0
and fresh off their third victory of

the year against the No. 7 ranked
team in the country Lewis & Clark,
claiming yet another Northwest
Conference Championship crown.

The energy inside Miller Gym
nasium Saturday was nothing
short of electric. However, for the

majority of the people on the
student's side of the building, at

the very least, what they have
witnessed from their women's
basketball team this season has

been something they have never

Molly Beaumont in the match against the College of Idaho

Photo courtesy of George Fox University

experienced.
Having now won six consecu
tive conference championships,
and having made three consecu

tive runs to the "E[ite Eight'^ elite
in doubles.

the women's tennis team head

With more members to play,
and women who have played in

coach, said,"If only one person does
well that is good for that person,

The George Fox University

past years, the George Fox women's

but as a whole, the team has to do

women's tennis team has three

tennis team showed off on Feb. 11

well."

more players to add to the 2012

against the College of Idaho. Their

roster: Chantelle Hadeed, Allssan-

score was 8-1, a great start for the

B y J E S S I C A S TA N T O N
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

dra Wittrig, and Marissa Chau. With
an eight woman team, they are
pushing to be more consistent with
their wins and increase their scoring

"This is why our team captain,

women's basketball is definitely
not foreign to George Fox Uni

versity. If you are like me though,
and you have spent the last four
years on this campus, you are the
last witnesses to the team that

antee that this year's team will
finish it out like the 08-09 team

did. After all, the Bruins have only
been ranked third in the country

all year for a reason.
" Yo u d o n ' t k n o w w h a t ' s o u t

there," head coach Michael Meek
said. "You know Amherst {D3

Hoops No. 1) winning their na
tional championship and having
their whole team back and

Chicago having their whole team
back from a team that I think

ended with one loss last year, I
mean it'sjust a really tough year."
Still, there does seem to be

that special little feeling sur
rounding this year's run. The
story is setting up for the perfect
Hollywood type of ending to the
storied career of Keisha Gordon,

Ari Mohsenian, Breezy Rinehart-

Young, and Carrie Myers, the four
remaining members with cham
pionship rings.
A t t h e s a m e t i m e , w i t h 11

new players and a new coaching
staff, this is a team that has gone

Molly Beaumont, has been working
on supporting each other to build

put the National Championship

through serious transition in the
last three years, and one that as

banner in the rafters.

The need to work together as a
team is crucial to making it into the

our bond and spirit on the court,"

Coach Meek notes, wants to be

Northwest Conference. Rick Cruz,

year player on the team.

The feeling of d6ja vu is un
derstandable having seen that
team breeze through the first 27

season.

said Bethany Nguyen, a secondIn tennis each game holds

its own score. In order to win the

game, a player must score two

points over the other player's
1 score. In each match, there, are a

I total of nine games. There are six

games unblemished.

Kristen Shielee played the
role of Hannah Munger, domi
nating the paint, using superior
height to block shots and provide
a high caliber low post scoring

single games and six players to
play doubles, w/th three pairs on

punch. Substitute Hayley Cusik
for Sage Indendi, Jam! Roos for

the roster. The roster is determined

BB Gardner, and Megan Arnoldy
for Elise Kuenzl, and the similarity
between the two teams is quite
striking.
"It feels very similar," said

by the skill of the opponents and

the players who will best compete

against them for the betterment of
the team.

The top three places on the
roster are set with Molly Beau
mont, Allie Michelotti, and Shaina

Inn. The rest of the five spots are
fluid, and will depend on perfor
mances each week.

This year the women will play
from February until mid-April.

Keisha Gordon, a freshman on the

2008-2009 National Champion
ship team, and this year's NWC
player of the year.
"I think one thing we did my
freshman year is we took one

remembered for its own legacy,
not the one of its predecessor.
"We talk a lot about defining
our own success," Meek said. "We

feel like success for us is doing the
best we can to play to our poten
tial and we don't really compare
ourselves to any other teams, and
we know that we like the team

that we have... it's really our goal

just to do the best we can and to
play the best that this team can."
If that deja vu feeling is any
indication, the potential for this
team seems eerily similar to the
one that four years ago hung a
big white banner.

game at a time and we were kind
of in disbelief that we were un

Their next home match is March 16

defeated, and I think we're doing

against Lewis and Clark at 4 p.m.

that now, and with that mental

ity, I think we can do a lot of good

Shaina Inn playing against the College of Idaho
Photo courtesy of George Fox University

Lacrosse

Update
By LEVI BOWERS
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

2013 Is looking to be an excit
ing year for sports at George Fox

University. Excitement is rising for
the coming football program and
so is the amount of money that the

university is raising to pay for the
new sports complex. With all of this
excitement for football, one sport

Is being pushed aside: women's la
crosse.

The women's lacrosse program
has been delayed until 2014. Ac

cording to Director of Athletics
Craig Taylor, "The length of time
it took to Identify and negotiate

with the coach we wanted... com

pressed the recruiting timeline."
Originally, the choice for head
coach was supposed to be made
public in January, but Taylor and
his staff remain tight-lipped on

the subject. Once the coach is an
nounced, recruiting will begin and
the team will be up and running by
the new allotted time.

See Lacrosse | page 8

Men's golf prepare for tournament
time in the history of the men's golf
team that they will travel out of the
Northwest. Due to a generous do

By KASEY CARTER
Crescent Staff

The men's golf team begins
their season with a tournament
scheduled for March 3 and 4 in

nation, the team will be teeing off

Dupont, Wash. The Pacific Lutheran

time we will be playing on a bigger
stage," said Ulstad.

in New Mexico, and this is "the first

Invitational will be a good measur

ing stick for the rest of the season.
At Dupont, the men will face

Because of the nicer weather

here in Oregon, the men have been
able to practice more, which should

most of the teams In the Northwest

translate into better scores at tour

Conference, an unusual occurrence
In a non-league tournament. Ac

naments. Ulstad pointed out that
the men need to watch the way
they play on the first day of each
tournament so they can play it up
on the second day and finish well.

cording to Mike Ulstad, the golf
team captain, "It will be a good test
to see where we're at going into
the season because it won't count

This season there will be two

against us."
According to Matt Beck, the

men's golf team coach, "This spring
should be a great time for our
team. The fall was clearly an im
provement as the conference as

home

L
Mike Ulstad

a whole Is stronger." One example

of improvement is Freshman Tyler
Dyck, according to Ulstad: "The way
[Dyck] finished off the [fall] season,
he should build off of that because

he has some experience under his
belt." The Bruins finished sixth of

nine at the Northwest Conference
Fall Classic, Oa 22-23.

The men will be spending part
of their spring break in Albuquer
que, N.M. at the Texas-Dallas West

Regional Invitational. This is the first

tournaments

on

March

10 and April 14 at the Chehalem
Glenn Golf Course. Since they will

be playing on the course where
they practice, the men will have the
slight advantage of knowing the

have fewer chances to score well.
But what the team lacks in size,

they make up in unity.
"[The] point Is, we are gaining

experience and leadership as these
upperclassmen have matured as
players and leaders. That experi

ence is shared with younger players
coming into the program. In turn,
this helps build confidence for
these underclassmen,"said Beck.
"As a team I feel we will be

very strong. We have a competi

tive schedule this spring and I'm
looking forward to see how we will

perform," said Beck.
As a small team, the men en

courage each other and keep each
other accountable with practice

by texting reminders. And as far
as Ulstad is concerned, "we might
not be the best team in the confer

ence score-wise, even though we're

ins and outs of the course, which

building toward that, [but] I don't

according to Ulstad is a "pretty chal
lenging course."

think there is another team that
has as much fun, or are as close as

The team is composed of six
players, which does put them at a
slight disadvantage, because they

we are."
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Seniors prepare for life after Fox
Isaac Berg, Megan McFarland and Anya Frolova
The George Fox University
2012 commencement is quickly

George Fox University as a graphic
design major.
As a first-year student, Mc
Farland thought she would study
biology and minor in art to become

approaching. Time to order an

B y C H E L S E A S O WA R D S
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

away from home. That's something
that's hard for a lot of people, but I
adapted really easily."

and I find that I always

get into awkward and
interesting situations,

Over the course of four years,

and in those types of

a t e x t b o o k i l l u s t r a t o r, b u t a f t e r

the community became the key
factor to adjustment in Berg's life.

nouncements, invite family to the

a year, she switched to graphic

"I've been In an intentional com

situations my voice
can come alive when
I write. It's something

ceremony, and study for the last

design. McFarland enjoys graphic
design projects that involve creat
ing logos, brands—things that have

munity we're I've grown more with

round of finals. As graduation gets

closer with every sunrise, it only
seems appropriate to highlight

a practical application. McFarland's

favorite project was when she de

some successful seniors.
Several seniors from across the

signed a label for a coffee can.

"That was probably one of the

country were selected to be in the

God," said Berg, "and it's really cool
to see [that] I am a completely dif
ferent person now because of the
community that was sent up here."
Ever since his freshman year.
Berg has been studying to become

career path, his outlook

much, I'd do It for free
and have all [of] my

2012 edition of'Who's Who Among

more fun ones," said McFarland.

Students in American Universities

"Because I liked how it turned out;

an adjustment to his career path

it fit on the can."

may be in the future. "It was really
ironic that I came in knowing [that]
that is why God brought me here,"
Berg said. "As of this last year, that's
not where I'm called in life. It's really

and Colleges," including George Fox
University's very own Megan McFar
land, Isaac Berg, and Anya Frolova.

McFarland wishes to keep de
signing and hopefully work for a
design company on the west coast

Senior Megan McFarland is fin

after graduating. Further into the

ishing her fourth and final year at

future, she hopes to have her own
business. She views her

work as something that
can create a positive

change in the world.
"Even when I am

interesting because the whole time

I've been here, I've been fired up
about education, and I still enjoy it
and that's what brought me here,
but that's changed. It's changing."
While Berg may not be pursu

myself ever since I
was 16 [that] if I found
myself a job I loved so
Isaac Berg
Photo courtesy of ISAAC BERG

basic needs met," said

Berg. "That's what I want

for Others and a dream to make a

in life."

positive adjustment in the world. "I

"I'm an assistant area coordinator

being around other Christians was

here, and I've seen a lot of what

really different for me. It changed
my goals and the kind of person
I wanted to be and the types of

"I'm excited to graduate!"

Before pursuing a career In
student development. Berg plans

Isaac Berg came to
George Fox University

to spend a year in the World Race
missionary program. Through this
program. Berg will travel to 11

from a small community

countries In 11 months and live out

on Lopez island in Wash

of a backpack. "Since Thanksgiving,
that's been a huge direction for me,"

ington. "My graduating
class was big with 26

Berg said of his decision to travel

abroad. This opportunity may also
be an opportunity for Berg to focus
on travel wrltmq. "I love travellnq

people," said Berg. Yet, the
transition was painless. "I
adapted really easily being

said Frolova. "Kind of be a teacher

From her college experience,
Frolova has noticed a change
about herself. "I'm really different

all around. I didn't really become

passions in a different type of field."

build a shelter for women and chil
dren that have been trafficked,"

e n c e s .

terested in education, just another
realm of it. "I really feel called into
student development," said Berg.

But until then, this

trafficking. I would really like to

a minor In family and consumer sci

ing a teaching position, he is still in

teaching entails. I see my joys and

am really passionate about human

Anya Frolova is an organiza
tional communications major with

creating logos," McFar
land said, "there's still the

senior is ready for spring.

P h o t o c o u r t e s y o f M E G A N M c FA R L A N D

an elementary school teacher, yet

is confident. "I've told

working for myself and
opportunity for ministry
there or just supporting
people who really need it
and design with integrity."

Megan McFarland

I still want to work on
and take classes for."
Whatever Berg's

in that and help them start better
lives, and teach them how to do dif
ferent things that they haven't done
before. Teach a better way of life."

a Christian until I was 16," she said,

Frolova seems to embrace

"so to be in this environment

change and wants to convince
others to do the same. "I strongly
believe in constant change and
constant growing in everything,"
she said. "I've never been one to be

relationships I wanted to have. It

afraid of change. I want to encour
age other people to be open to
change as well, and that's one of my
main goals: for people to be openminded and accept change."

changed the way that I viewed life."
Frolova has spent the last three
years working in event services and
plans to pursue a career in the Port

land metro area after graduation,
possibly in education. "I do have a

passion for teaching, so I might go
back and get my master's in teach
ing after a little while. Depending
on where God leads me,"she said.
Frolova also has a hlq haa\t

The most powerful person at George Fox University
B y H E AT H E R D e R O S A

school to college," said Wither

campus; she's a friend and a co

spoon. Academic Affairs eventu

median. It's not surprising that

ally told Jere that she could no
longer teach freshman seminar

s t u d e n t s l o v e h e r. " T h e r e a s o n

since it was a for-credit class

get emails from me! I know a lot

are here to serve students. We

Crescent Staff

can't give them everything they

Jere Witherspoon is the type
of woman to look up to. She is

want, but we are here to serve

students,"said Witherspoon.
Jere made the move to

passionate about helping un

dergraduate students navigate
through college and walk along
with them through their college
journey at George Fox. Jere Is a
worldly woman who seems so

and needed a professor with a

loves the idea that Student Life

degree to teach the sections of

of names and when I put them
to faces, it's always reassuring,"

the course.

said Witherspoon.

exists simply to help George Fox
students. "It has been amazing. I

have loved it. I missed working

wise, yet so easy to have a con
versation with; she Is willing to
discuss any topic. Jere is a role

with students; the personal
contact working In the gradu
ate education program was

model as to what it means to
work with, and how to minister

non-existent. My life is more
complete to have actual conver
sations with students," said With

to those you interact with daily.

erspoon.

Jere has been at George
Fox for 15 years. She started

taught freshman seminar

truly love your job and those you

they know me Is because they

Student Life six years ago, she

For five years Witherspoon

out in the graduate education

classes. "I was eventually given

program, working with Patty
Findley. "Patty taught me that we

permission without a degree.
I knew what students needed

was to transition well from high

Now, instead of teach

ing freshman seminar classes,
Witherspoon often takes time

Students at George Fox
are beyond blessed to have

a woman like Jere working In

to share and speak her story to
students. Jere spoke in chapel

student life. She's fun, but is

during faculty journey week, and

to know students. Her desire

was a member of the Women's

Sex and Relationship panel.

Witherspoon is always encourag
ing students with her story and
getting to know students' own

still there to help out and get
to serve students in any way

possible makes her easy to ap
proach and helpful at solving
any problem.

stories. Jere takes any opportu

nity to speak truth into students'
lives.

Jere Witherspoon and her dogs

Jere knows everyone on

The life of Elementary Education majors
Rw

By TORI NUNNENKAMP

TA B I

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Dani Dlckerson, a senior El

ementary Education (ELED) major,
is about to graduate from George
Fox University. She entered George
Fox intending to major in Graphic
Design, trying to break away from

the expectation that she would
study education.

After changing majors a few

times, she fell back to ELED. "1 felt

total peace from God and realized
this was where I was called," said
Dickerson, "and I needed those
other experiences to realize that."

Dickerson is one of many ELED
majors who try to balance her re
stricted schedule. She does not
have time for elective courses while

student teaching, but she is taking
a senior seminar class. Although

MllkllklCMV

exhausting, she also chooses to

work in Admissions during the eve
nings.

George Fox's rigorous program

leaves little room for extra work or

classes, and it keeps students busy

with its requirements.
According to the George Fox
website, ELED majors "can achieve

initial licensure for elementary edu

cation... at the early childhood and
elementary levels." As a result, ELED
majors must take three standard

ized tests on their way to a teaching
license.

The CBEST (California Basic
Educational Skills Test) exam costs

S41 and measures basic reading,

writing, and math abilities. George

Fox Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT)
requirements state, "Applicants
must present passing scores on

the EAS or CBEST or Praxis I (PPST)

AMD

Photo courtesy of JERE WITHERSPOON

V

[other basic skills tests] before their
application can be presented to the
admissions committee [of the ELED

the kids are great and the teachers

program]."

teaches full time in the third grade

at work. Additionally, each semes

phasing into the classroom immedi-

the classroom and includes school

over one subject for the teacher

student assessments.

The first ORELA (Oregon Edu
cator Licensure Assessment) exam

costs $190 and tests all teaching

subjects. It must be passed before
an ELED major can begin to student
teach.

The ORELA Civil Rights exam

costs $130 and assesses knowledge
of the rights of teachers and stu
dents. It must be passed to obtain a
teaching license.

As part of their program, ELED
majors also complete both full- and
part-time student teaching posi-

and I have gotten along well."
In her final year, she student

classroom experience, supervisors
and principals observe ELED majors

at Edy Ridge Elementary School in ter student teachers must compile
Sherwood. This means that Dick a work sample. The work sample
erson goes to Edy Ridge everyday
major's plan for

ately after winter break and taking
Then we work our way up to all

vewe
weare
ekss!'the
he
said. During this to
timfie,
Pnmary teachers in the classroom '
b e lgnthe
a primaryt teacher
h P , ELED
of

majors then phase back out untn

i o on^u
lons in schools stretching frZ finasl week, graduayl teachn

McMinnvile to Sherwood. 1 hav^ one or two subjects again ®
been very blessed with my student
teaching placements," said Dicker
son. "Both have been wonderft^; student everyday," said Dickerson ^
Donng required practicum

bein;N:arcb;;'i:re'Xinr

demographics, lesson plans, and
In senior seminar, Dickerson

comes together with other ELED

majors and shares stories about her
ast semester of student teaching.

Beyond marrying her ELED
s u m m e r, D i c k e r s o n

she is open to any plans

the God sets in her path. "Together
we will pursue whatever we're sup
posed to."
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Harvey production at Valley Repertory

Date with
Dad: Red

By SARAH BRASE
Crescent Staff

A new spring production hire

people that seem the most sane and

"This play asks us to look at the world

practical are really the ones who are most

differently. In a way, it gives us permission

stage at the Valley Repettory Theme in insane. Of course, all of these questions
Newberg starting March 8. Harvey, a Pu are asked in an extremely fun way. There

Sti
during
WWIIplaytells thewritten
comedic story
of an

are a lot of laughs along the way."

six-foot tall imaginary rabbit. Elwood in

Designers include current George Fox

one he meets. According to their website
This hilarious comedy offers sharp wit

mish and Jared Larson.

The 12 member cast includes recent

ama
i be
l man named Ew
l ood P.Dowd who George Fox alumni Ben Tisselt, Tara Beanclaims to have a friend named Harvey a blossom and Rommie Christiansen.
troduces his best friend Harvey to everv- students Alanna Archibald, Jeremy McCa-

The Valley Repertory Theatre (VRT)

unforgettable characters and romance'
with a strong dose of Insanity."
Director Caleb Thurston said, "We
really wanted a classic comedy to round

was started by George Fox alumni Caleb

ously explores insanity really drew my at

halem Cultural Center, next to the public
library. "We love the intimacy of our space

Thurston and Stephen Pick. Thurston has

been directing for eight years, including
two productions at George Fox.

Performances are held at the Che-

out our first season. A play that humor

tention " we've all felt crazy at some point

(The Central Stage at the Chehalem Cul

or another. We've all been in situations

f fi l l s M a r k e t

to live lives of kindness, compassion and
delight in a cold world," said Tissell.
Showtimes are March 8, 9, 10 and 15,

16, 17 at 7:30 p.m., and March 11 and 18
at 2 p.m. All tickets are $15 for adults and
$10 for students. Tickets will be sold at

the door 30 minutes before the produc

tion. You can also make reservations early
by calling VRT at 971 -832-9202. Seating is
limited so early reservations are recom
mended.

Thurston stated, "I would hope audi
ences leave with a smile on their faces

and a new freedom to be present with

who they are, quirks and all. I hope they
are able to feel lighter leaving the theatre

than when they walked In."

Photo courtesy of GOOGLE IMAGES

tural Center), it allows the audience to
really feel involved and it allows the actors

where we didn't fit because of who we

are. This play invites us to really examine
who society deems as crazy. Maybe the

B y M A K E N Z I E D AV I S
Crescent Staff

to be more connected to their audience,"

Recently, my dad made the trip from

said Thurston.

Northern California to George Fox. Now, the
real purpose was to bring me my car; but I

Yoga class on campus, available to all
By ALEXIS CHRISTOPHERSON

core strength and flexibility, with a

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

good amount of upper arm workouts

There Is a new class at George Fox,
and this one won't make you do backbends to sign up for It late in the se
mester. It may require you to balance

on one foot, though. This new class is
Yoga, or as it's officially called, "Core
Strength and Flexibility."
If anyone has ever taken yoga, you
know that it's a very old exercise tech

A student with her yoga mat
Photo by MAKENZIE DAVIS | The Crescent

nique, originating in Hindu beliefs,
and meant to calm and strengthen
the body. And while the beliefs are
something you can take or leave with
yoga, the stretching and strengthen
ing exercises are definite/y something
to take away from the activity.
The class, which takes place in
the Wheeler gym at 1:40 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, covers basic
yoga moves like downward dog,
child's pose, many balancing poses
and plenty of planks and ab-strengthening positions. The class focuses on

thrown in for good measure.
One good thing about the class
is the freedom that you have to do
whatever you need to do. Positions
are given with varieties and changes,
so you never do the exact same thing
twice (except for Sun Salutations;
those are pretty uniform). You learn
something every day.
Possibly the best thing about this
class, though, is that despite how

want to believe that he just missed me.
When he was here I kept wondering
where we should eat in the Newberg area. I
pondered through Yelp and Google to navi
gate my way to the best, local and inexpen
sive eatery. After countless searches and
multiple recommendations, I came across

far we are in the semester, students

who aren't signed up for the class are
welcome to come to the class for fun.

So, if you ever have a yearning to do
some yoga and have some free time
at 1:40 p.m. on Tuesdays orThursdays,
join the yoga class) You'll leave sore,
but it'll be that good kind of sore. The
kind that makes you feel stronger, like
you can tackle anything. Once you've
regained normal feeling in your shoul
ders, of course.

Red Hills Market in Dundee, Ore.

Located just off Route 99 W, the market

style restaurant offers wood-fire pizzas,
sandwiches soups and salads.
The food was amazing, to say the least.
I ordered the Margarita Pizza, one of my
personal favorites wherever I go. Although
the food was delicious, the ervtrees were

not my favorite part about Red Hills Market;
I loved the atmosphere.
My dad and I sat at a little table,
amongst cheery families, wonderful smells
and a homey feel. Before he even arrived
on campus, he told me to pick a restaurant
w i t h c h a r a c t e r. A f t e r t h e d i n n e r I a s k e d i f h e

thought I picked one with the attribute he
was looking for.
He replied yes.
Red Hills Market is a wonderful place to
eat and was a wonderful place to take my
father. If you are on a date with someone
special, or with one of your parents, the res
taurant has quite a bit to offer.

Battle of the beans: Newberg coffee hot spots
B y E M I LY N U T T E R
Guest Contributor

While Fred Meyer hosts Newberg's only Starbucks, private

coffee houses are tucked in every

city corner. There are twelve coffee
shops within one mile of Main

Street, each with a unique atmo
sphere and appeal. Here are a few
of which you may or may not have
heard.

Coffee Cottage
808 East Hancock Street

Right across the street from
George Fox University, this coffee
house is a favorite haunt of univer

sity students. It has hot and cold
drinks as well as an extensive lunch

menu. Vegan? Gluten free? Coffee

Cottage caters to dietary needs
very well. Written on a blackboard
with colorful chalk are their signa
ture milkshakes such as the Grass
hopper.

Once you have your coffee

or lunch item, you can either eat
outside on the terrace or up three

brick building with arched ceilings.

frappe in the midst of errands, or to
play a board game in the balcony

tered around the room. Past the

w o r d t o t h e i r f r e e W i fi

with friends.

barlsta stand Is a semi-closed off

written on a whiteboard next to a

Starbucks 3300 Portland Road

living room with a coffee table, a
couch, comfy chairs and a glass

clever staff-chosen quote. Chapters
Books and Coffee has much to offer

(inside of Fred Meyer)
if you find you must have a cup

chessboard. Other small nooks are

and Is a great place to get work

of Starbucks coffee, Newberg does

tucked away In the walls. One of

done, or simply to discover a new

have a miniature Starbucks coffee

favorite book.

shop inside Fred Meyer. Tucked in
the left corner of the supermarket

stuffed

chairs

are

clus

these private corners is only large
enough for two stuffed chairs and a
table with a lamp.
They also have a wide selection

of lunch items. When your order Is
ready, the barlsta brings it to you.
When sitting in the coffee house,

one has the impression of hanging
out In the house of a quirky, in
telligent and friendly collector of

so cents.

Coffee Cat

107 South College Street
Coffee Cat has a truly unique at

mosphere among Newberg coffee

houses. The small door tucked
between other stores opens into a

Internet is

Underground Caf6 & Coffee
House

1002 N. Springbrook Road #B

This coffee house has a truly
unique set up that is not evident

when first walking through their
door. After ordering from the coffee
station that greets you as you walk

with grass, a large fir tree, a picket
fence and a porch with a table and
chairs. Inside, the shop only sweet
ens. Vintage trinkets decorate the
open entryway and a case of spe

cialty cupcakes greets you on your

between the front window and the

way in; they have a large selection
of gluten free cupcakes, too.
Though cupcakes would be
enough to draw customers. Sweet
est Things offers coffee as well.Their

deli, is the barlsta stand and seating.

prices are reasonable for the quality

It shares its tables with deli custom

of food offered. The tables are in a

ers. The Fred Meyer Starbucks has
a larger seating area than most instore coffee shops. Because of this,

partially closed-off half ofthe house

with old tables and chairs. Repaint

Starbucks has made it into the list

ed old windows hang on the wall as
art. A glass water cooler sits against

in, you may sit at one of the tables

of coffee houses. A bar with seven

the wall with glass mugs and metal

novelty furniture. It is relaxing and

lining the window, or you may

chairs sits at the front window, with

quiet; a great place to read alone or

climb the secret stairs in the back

hanging trendy ceiling lights above

it. These little touches give this
corner of a supermarket a coffee

silverware. A trip to Sweetest Thing
is like a visit to grandma's house.
Though Starbucks knows how
to brew good coffee, it is not the

only one. Residents of Newberg
need not feel underprivileged

701 East 1 St Street

to a living room-esque seating area
in the balcony. The balcony holds
tables, couches and board games.

Chapters Books and Coffee Is

Iron outdoor tables, one old and

house atmosphere. When sitting
at the bar, it is easy to forget the

the place to putter. Shelves of new

one new, are set up on smaller bal
c o n i e s . H o w e v e r, c u s t o m e r s c a n

grocery store behind you.

and used books line the walls, as
well as four or six doubie-sided free

to meet a friend.

Chapters Books and Coffee

standing shelves. There are books
steps into a room with tables, a from all genres, from philosophy
piano, and shelves of books. Books to cookbooks to juvenile fiction.
of all genres line the walls and are Even older, hard cover books can
there for the reading pleasure of be found nestled on the shelves.
their customers. Drinks run on the The coffee stand is at the back of
expensive side: an eight ounce the store behind novelty notebooks
mocha Is $3.05, but they are good and greeting cards.

quality and worth the extra fifty or

front window and stuffed chairs are

placed near the books. The pass

Old

They serve the standard hot

only reach the balcony with the
couches.

Along with standard hot and

cold drinks. Underground Cafe
serves bubble tea; tea with tapioca

pearls at the bottom. However, they
are known for their frappes. Their

frappes have a whiteboard to them

selves and a poster advertising
them in the window as the "world's

and cold drinks and offer a few

finest frappe."The room is primarily

than Coffee Cat: an B-ounce Chai

massive windows that make up two
of its four walls. This coffee house
is located in the Springbrook Plaza.

food items. Their drinks cost more

tea is $3. However, their Chai tea

is sweet and frothy, well worth the

prci e. Tabe
l s are cu
l stered near the

lit by the light coming through the

It is a great place to stop by for a

because they do not have a stand

This Starbucks is surrounded

alone Starbucks coffee house. There

not only by the deli, but also the
bakery, giving a little more class to
its location with the freshly baked

are plenty of great coffee houses,

loaves of bread in immediate view.

viewed here are not even half of

Starbucks offers all sorts of holiday-

the ones within one mile from Main

themed beverages, pastries and

Street. With so many places to find

gifts. While you may come for the
coffee, you may find yourself pur
chasing flavored coffee or mugs
with clever sayings for that birthday
party next week.
Sweetest Thing Cupcakes

a comfortable chair and a hot bev

2501 Portland Road Suite 100
In the midst of business build

ings lining the highway, this reno
vated residential house has a yard

each with their own signature at
traction. The six coffee houses re

erage, we should feel privileged.
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Leaving early from chapel: acceptable

behavior or immature and rude?
B y H E AT H E R D e R O S A
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

We've all left chapel early. It
could be because of a meeting or
to grab lunch In the Bon before the
massive post-chapel rush starts.

Perhaps you just had to get out
because the speaker irritated you.
Whatever the reason, there's no

excuse to disrupt everyone else or
disrespect the speaker.
While nobody Intentionally

leaves chapel early as a sign of disre
spect, when the goodbye whispers
amongst your friends and the slam

ming of the door behind you can be
heard by your neighbors, your exit
strategy borders on disrespectful.
Our fantastic campus pastor,
Sarah Baldwin, has even called out

those who sit in the balcony for
trying to dart out of chapel early
and for not paying attention. Instead
of letting the door slam behind

you, our loudly talking about your
lunch plans with your neighbor,
try packing up your things quietly,
texting your friends your plans for

speaking style, or disagree that
George Fox has a female campus
pastor, but as a campus, we need
to respect her without eclipsing

f

f

-Tte

what she has to say with a negative
remark.

We are so fortunate to go to
a Christian school that brings in

speakers from all over the world to
speak truth to us. Let's respect the
time they've spent speaking to us by
exiting Bauman quietly, and at least
waiting until the speakers are out of
ear shot to trash talk them.

"When the goodbye
whispers amongst your
friends...can be heard

by your neighbors, your

exit strategy borders on
disrespectful."

lunch, and guide the door closed so
it doesn't slam and make it obvious

that you're leaving chapel early.

You may not enjoy Baldwin's
Photo by TYLER ZIMHERMAN| The Crescent

Why do we avoid sit
ting next to strangers in
church?

Crescer)t Staff

Sitting in church the other
Sunday, I noticed something pecu
liar. As people filed into the rows
around me, everyone made sure to
leave one empty seat in between
themselves and the other fellow

opportunity to meet new people
and engage with our family in
Christ. Why do we feel the need to
have space? It's as if a stranger's foreignness intimidates us.
Yet, we are called to participate
in community; to get to know one
another; to support each other:
"And let us consider how to stir

worshippers.

As the sanctuary fills more and

more with people, ushers encour

age people to move to the center

"Everyone in the group

to fill the gaps in the row. Groans

stands at the end of the

are mumbled under the breathe of

row awkwardly debating

the congregation as people reluc
tantly move over to sit next to the
strangers surrounding them.
And this isn't just a church
thing, it's a social thing. Think about
it. What happens when you go to
a sporting event or a concert? Ev
eryone in the group stands at the
end of the row awkwardly debating
which unlucky member of the party
has to sit next to the unknown.
As Christians, we are told not

to follow the ways of the world:
"Do not conform any longer to the

pattern of this world, but be trans
formed by the renewing of your
mind. Then you will be able to test
and approve what God's will is—his
good, pleasing and perfect will"
(Romans 12:2).
should

embrace

Is a dire need for things to be re
evaluated and or moral compasses
need to be re-aligned.
People have always come to
gether and food has been present.

B y J E S S I C A S TA N T O N

B y C H E L S E A S O WA R D S

We

Creativity in Community Life Funding

which unlucky member...
has to sit next to the
unknown."

up one another to love and good
works, not neglecting to meet to

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

If you read the Crescent's last

issue, you have an understanding

of the ASC budget and the amount
of money students put \nto tfve
fund each year.

have served as an area represen
tative for the ASC Supreme Court
where we oversee the community
life fund. Each student pays $99
into ASC funding. Each part-time
student contributes $49 a year into
the ASC fund as well. This totals

$186,000 in the ASC fund, and 7%
of that is divided out into the Com

munity Life Fund. Additionally, 7%
of 186,000 makes a grand total of
$14,000 for a full school semester.

All that money for students who
submit a proposal to the ASC web
site, as long as the ASC supreme
court votes to pass the proposal.
How can a person not love to
celebrate community with friends
and food right? I mean it has been

dp\es. Christ broke bread and fish
on a mountain for thousands of

weight. I thought the majority of

people to eat.

Thanksgiving may be America's
number one holiday to celebrate
with food. A big basted turkey,
mashed potatoes, green bean cas
serole, and buttered rolls, all in the

center of a table surrounded by
faces of loved ones.

While I was thinking about how
to argue my case I remembered
that my friends and I decided to
throw a surprise birthday party
for two of my roommates. At our
party we made a taco salad bar. To
have all the ingredients we spent

about $23.00 at Grocery Outlet.

So next time, don't wait to be
asked. Move over and introduce

as the central focus for gathering
is essential but when I sat down to

A much lower price compared to
the $190.00 asked for a trip to the
Cheesecake Factory.
On top of that I began to think
about the amount of money stu
dents pay to be on a meal plan.
It is easy to ask for sack lunches

yourself to the stranger next to you.
Participate in the community God
has called you to. Get to know your

write this article, my original intent
was to write about how the major
ity of the proposals have asked to
use the money for food and there

from the bon if you want to go off
campus for a day trip, and besides,
the food is already paid for. Why
not use the CLF for something

gether, as is the habit of some, but
encouraging one another, and
all the more as you see the Day
drawing near"(Hebrews 10:24-25).

brothers and sisters in Christ.

a cultural tradition for centuries.

Building relationships with food

might eliminate some of the dally

SOOIbs of food disposed of from
the Bon Appetite.
Once I began to review the
proposa/s for spring semester thus
far. my argument no \ongeT be\d

Think about Jesus and His dis-

Since 1 have been at GFU, I

lunches were used more often it

the proposals students were sub
mitting were for food, which at the
end of the day is being wasted, but
I was wrong, oh so wrong.
Out of 12 proposals for the
CLF, seven of them were for cre
ative activities. Creative like snow

boarding, tubing, ice skating,
Skate World, Blazer Games, Sky
High, all have nothing to do with
food. I was astonished. Here I am a

supreme court member and upset

because I think the majority of the

money we oversee is going to fund
party ingredients that people will
c o n s u m e .

What am I getting at? When
you get the facts about where the
money is going, you may think
twice about ridiculing where the

CLF funds go. I know I did and
am thoroughly impressed by the
activities students want to do to

help create the famous word on
campus-"community."

unique, different, creative? If sac

the

Nine digits: the difference between immigrants and citizens
By SERGIO CISNEROS

is stirring the conversation in a di

Guest Contributor

us. We speak English, pay taxes, and

rection that defines individuals as

have dreams and aspirations. Shoot,
they are just as American as doing

T h e r e a r e b e l i e v e d t o b e 11

million undocumented immigrants
In the United States. Some pick your
strawberries or watch your children.
Others attend college or serve In
the military. Some even participate
in the Bruin Brawl.

Who would have thought?
Undocumented students are

alongside students and faculty
here at George Fox University. They
break bread with us inside the Bon;

attend enlightening chapels; they
even sign the lifestyle contract. Re
cently, some students have started

"coming out," meaning, they are
making their undocumented status
known.

The term "coming out" implies
a very narrow and biased ap
proach to a situation. Implicitly, it

illegal, shameful, and reprehensible
aliens: people who deserve to be
hidden. This mentality is essentially
dividing society, communities and

the twist, lick and dunk with Oreos
and milk.

responded by saying "We aren't
coming out of anything. This is our
struggle and who we are."

ing fully who they are, and chal
lenging society, the George Fox

'People are all different;
they have different
passions, beliefs and
drives."

This initiative of George Fox
students goes much further than

an act of vanity. They are serving

community, and myself to look at

as advocates of the DREAM Act and

them in the face and realize that

hoping Congress will pass the leg

they are no different than many of

People are all different; they
have different passions, beliefs

is that we are driven to succeed.

This response was interesting
because I realized what is "coming
out" to some was "coming in" to
others. These students are embrac

no single model to be a DREAMer.

ity between all people in America

Recently, I asked some peers
of the shadows and make known
their undocumented status. One

documented students that there is

and drives. The one commonal

Individuals.

why they decided to "come out"

demonstrating to many other un

islation soon. These students are

is their struggle. These students
are coexisting amongst us here at

George Fox University. And yet,
the sun Is rising every morning.
Many times, these undocumented
students have lived in the United

States most of their lives. They at
tended elementary school and
played on the jungle gym. They re

Alexis de Tocqueville noticed,
"Americans are taught from birth ceived a pair of shorts and a t-shirt
that they must overcome life's woes • for their middle school gym class.
and impediments on their own."
Some attended chapel last week
We are all dreamers here in
while others fought overseas to
America with our struggles; it's help secure this country.
just a matter of realizing it. These
Ultimately, these students have
undocumented students are not
invested themselves in their neigh
"coming out," they are simply borhoods in America. They are the

looking at us in the eyes and asking

individuals who have dreams of

how much more American can we

making a difference and having a
purpose in life. The only difference
between us: nine digits.

be?
What is an American?

Being undocumented is not

the identity of these students—it
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sight, out of

Si^
absence
of
Black^ History
Month

It's OK to be gay: the mentality vs. the action
By STEPHEN KENYON
Guest Contributor

As February passes to March,
many of us look back on all the cel

ByONJALAI FLAKE
Guest Contributor

"niverslty that doesn't celebrate
this important piece of American

ebrations of Valentine's Day with
fond memories of good times. But
amidst the commotion of flowers,

February is known as the time story As a transfer student, I have cards, romantic outings. The Dating
to celebrate Valentine's Day, Presi hi
had different experiences at other Game, sex talks, and chapels on
dents Day and Fat Tuesday, but for schools during this month. Just
there is a part of our com
many, there is another very impor last year, we had a poetry slam fea marriage
munity that is forgotten and mar
tant occurrence during this second

month of the year: Black Historv
Month.

Carter G. Woodson originally
founded Negro History Week in

1926 at a time when most history

turing the work of famous African

American poets, cultural compe

ginalized. Time and time again gay
students at George Fox are told, ex

tency forums, and viewing and dis

plicitly and implicitly, that they are

"Roots;"'The Color Purple," and "For

weird, abnormal, and unwanted. A
new message needs to be sent: it is

cussions of multiple films including
Colored Girls,''just to name a few.

American history

previous college, but you can't

okay to be gay!
Now it is my view that procre
ation is a fundamental part of the

and the central

expect me to

purpose of sex. It is from this that 1

books simply omitted any African

I know i am no longer at my

role African "Tkic ic

just stand by

played in the priority on black students

birth of America or an excuse to appease

and not notice.
I asked random
students what's

as we know it.

special about

Americans . I "IS IS not tO put a
Woodson

us for just one month..."

the month of

chose February

February and I

because it coincided with the

received varied

birthdays of two
men who fought for freedom of

responses in

American slaves: Abraham Lincoln

and Frederick Douglass. In 1976,
Negro History Week was expanded
to Black History Month. Since then,
BHM has offered an opportunity to
study, reflect on, and redefine the
ongoing legacy in American history.
I have celebrated Black History
Month for as long as I can remem
ber through assemblies, slide

shows, posters, table tents, or guest
speakers. The message and the cel

ebration of those who have gone
before us were available for anyone
willing to stop and listen. It was to
my dismay to discover that George

Fox does nothing as an institution
to commemorate this nationallyrecognized month.
Now, living In what Is known as

the "George Fox bubble," It was Feb.
1 o before I realized that it was Black

History Month. When I met with
Shelley Yonemura, director of Multi
cultural Student Programs, she said,
"We really want to empower stu
dents to take the initiative to create
awareness and host events instead

of planning the events for them."
Naturally, it is expected that
the Black Student Union and Alli

ance (BSUA) would take the lead
and have the sole responsibility for
promoting this month. They are

hosting an event today called the
Festival of Art.

"I am a student first," says BSUA

President Kacee Woods. "The school

accepts no responsibility in promot

ing Black History Month. It's kind of

hard to do anything when many

but surprising
cluding: "Val
entine's Day" and "The Sex Talk;"
"It's short" or "I don't know." Here at

George Fox, February is known for
relationship week where the sex

talk is a highlight, in addition to
the theological seminars. These are
both very important and relevant
focuses, but it shouldn't overshad
ow a national tradition of over 86
years.

"I've been here for three years
and

I

feel

that

if

Multicultural

Student Programs doesn't plan
anything for Black History Month, it
doesn't happen. It shouldn't be Just
a multicultural problem, it should
be a campus priority to celebrate
this month as well as other cultural

heritage months," says junior DeLisa
Thomas.

Jerry "Asiel" Thompson, a trans
fer junior from Mississippi, com
ments, "Where I came from, I was
not a minority, so Black History

I understand the importance of
promoting leadership, but person

ally, I feel offended that I attend a

preaching about sin or quoting
scriptures about sexual abomina
tions. And for goodness sake, do

gay people, as though they were
less than you (they are not!). Being
gay Is normal for the person who
is gay; love him as God made him.
Every gay or strait person is one of
God's beautiful self-portraits. This

not look or act disgusted! Recog

should be a campus where every

nize that this is someone's heart we

member is free to be open and

are talking about, his real desires
and longings to be loved intimately
and cherished fully, just as we all

authentic, while at the same time

have.

Furthermore, we need to

"A gay friend is not your
project to be solved, but
instead your sibling in
Christ with whom you

understand acts such as extramari

tal sex and using artificial contra
ceptives as wrong. This is also why I
believe that God only calls a woman
and a man together into the sacra
ment of marriage (of course mar
riage is only one of many equal

being accepted and loved without
judgment. We must truly be known,
understood, and appreciated, so
that we may truly belong.

journey..."

become a community that values
and celebrates the celibate life as
much as the married life. Both the
married and celibate vocations are

beautiful and necessary for build

ing the kingdom of God. We should

not assume that every man is

looking for a girlfriend or that every
woman is looking for a boyfriend,
but instead we should make room

for the wonderful diversity of call
ings that God has given us. If a gay

does it follow from this that being
gay is wrong? Certainly not! First we

Weep together; laugh together;
and walk towards Christ together.
A gay friend is not your project to
be solved, but instead your sibling
in Christ with whom you journey

must understand what it means to

along the Christian life in fellowship

And to the gay members of
this community: I commend and

and mutual support.

applaud your courage and bravery

vocations that God calls us to). But

be gay.
To be gay is to be attracted to

And if someone of the same

student does not feel normal and

valued in our community, then we
are doing something wrong.

for remaining members of a com

someone of the same sex as oneself.
This is critical to understand: to

sex tells you that she likes you, do

munity that has so often turned its

not trample on her heart by being

back on you. My heart brakes for

be attracted is not the same as to

grossed out or offended. Instead,

engage in sexual activity with, nor
does it follow that just because

respond with care and compassion,
just like you would if someone of
the opposite sex came up to you.
Perhaps in a manner like this, "I
am very flattered. I think you are a
wonderful person. And I would love

the way you have been margin
alized and trampled on. Cling to
Jesus; he weeps beside you, for he
too knows the suffering you endure

one is attracted to another sexual

activity will necessarily occur. We
should not assume that being gay
implies that a person is promiscu
ous anymore than being hetero

and holds your hand through it all.
God loves you: you are beautifully

and wonderfully made, a master
piece He rejoiced to create. \ pray
sexual does. To have a desire is not
that we might find reconciWatvon to
into her eyes with love.
the same as acting on it. If being
Think of how it feels to have
become a community that supports
gay is a sin, then surely Jesus sinned your own heart broken, and act each person In her entirety.
when he was tempted in the desert with the empathy of Christ.
And I look forward to the day
(which he did not). Desire is never a
when we all, gay and strait, will
Also, all this repugnant non
stand together open and \ov\ng as
sin; it can only be a temptation.
sense of making fun of the gay
So how should we, as a Christian
the One Body of Christ in worship
community needs to stopi Quit
of our King.
community, respond to gay individ
using the word 'gay" as a synonym
uals at Fox? The only way a Christian
for stupid or weird. Stop mocking
to still be friends." Smile and look

BROTIC: the man's version of ROTIC

Month was automatic. Now that

I am a minority, we have to work
harder to get acknowledged."
Some may think, "What's the

big deal? Why do we need to cel
ebrate it?" Having that mentality is
the problem. This is not to put a pri
ority on black students or an excuse
to appease us for just one month;
it's to celebrate and remember the

varied accomplishments made by
black men and women in all sectors

of the life we freely live today. It is a
part of who we are.
One of my favorite quotes
is from author and poet Maya

Angelou: "If you don't like some
thing, change it. If you can't change

people don't even have an idea of it, change your attitude." if Multicul
what you are trying to do. We feel tural Student Programs want stu
like we have no support."

ever should: with the open-armed
love of Christ! If a friend tells you
about him being gay, do not start

dents to be engaged and take the
See ABSENCE I page 8

By LEVI BOWERS
Crescent Staff

evening; generally going to a nice
place to eat and taking an over

Imagine that it Is the weekend.
You are either done with your
homework or you are just procras

whelming amount of pictures. In a

tinating. It is time for you to go out
into the lobby and hang out with all

enjoy.

nutshell it is like prom, but just the

part that guys do not particularly
ROTlC's strike me as humorous.

of your friends.
You do this and you find that
there is no one in the lobby. The
silence is deafening. This hap
pened to me quite recently. When
it dawned upon me why it was so

So much work goes Into this single
event that it is impossible to repli
cate every day. Sure, that might be
what makes it so special, but when
it is all said and done you only have
a handful of stories to tell. Guys

quiet I began to laugh: all of the

k n o w h o w t o fi x t h i s .

girls were gone!
Where were they? Why, they
went on a ROTIC. For those of you

and the ROTlC's yang is the MAN, or,

who do not know what that is

(mostly just us guys), ROTIC is RO
MANTIC without the MAN. Essen

tially what goes on is the girls dress
up all fancy and go out for a nice

For every yin there is a yang
as I like to call it, the BROTIC. This is
at any moment where guys come
together, without females present,
and have fun. In our eyes this con
stitutes doing something epic like

To others, the BROTIC symbolizes
stupid actions that we will regret
later. What is the beauty of the
BROTIC? It is repeatable.
There are so many amazing

stories of epic BROTlCs. They are
usually the ones that start with,
"One time, my friends and I..." or
"The funniest thing happened..."
These stories are remembered by
future generations and become
legendary In stature.
So ladies, my advice to you
is let your hair hang down, wear
something comfortable, and go do

something awesome! A night of
fine dining and friendship may have
its own perks and pleasures, but

finding adventure just off the cuff
is what makes your stories legen...
wait for it... dary!

blowing things up or hall wrestling.

Frisbee and soccer tearing up the quad
By KASEY CARTER
Crescent Staff

Yuck, oh gross, what's that
smell? Oh now I see, it's the mud

in front of Pennington hall, I think
it used to be grass.

Okay, so it's not that bad—the
smell, but it really is an eyesore

very visible on the quad. The first
thing I wonder is what visitors
must think when they see our

muddy patch. The next thought I
follow concerns the Grounds De

I shouldn't really get to oppose the
mud, but I have since reformed my

t h e l a w n , b u t t h a t ' s d i ff e r e n t t h a n

wild ways—kind of. The sight of all

playing Frisbee or soccer.
My initial frustration with the
mud-causing culprits was waylaid
by Fred's gracious attitude about

the ripped up grass kind of stresses
me out because I know the people
responsible for maintaining the
grounds.
As a student employee, I clean
at the Plant Services building. One
perk of cleaning at the plant is that I
have had the opportunity of getting
to know some of the people who

when students create mud while

the simple idea of student's enjoy

ing their experience as more impor
tant than a perfect quad.

So for now, Grounds will gra
ciously continue to replant grass as

long as students feel the need to

partment that cares for the quad,

keep our campus running. When
I see things like mud where grass
should be, 1 feel the need to step

play ultimate Frisbee on the quad
in the middle of the night.
Here's the real question: do

A combination of staff and

in and defend those who have to

we continue having fun, but at the

student-employees, the Grounds

clean up after us students.
Superintendent of Grounds Fred
Smith has this perspGCtive;= stu

same time creating more work for

dents don't set out to vandalize, the
intent fun, not destruction. There

over by the Cultural center, where

Being a veteran of some of the

have been times vehicles have been

of our Grounds staff, fellow Foxians

fi;^^;:^^the quad by sharayah craciani | The Crescent cause the mud, I feel like

driven onto the quad, destroying

and visitors.

actually all of campus.

Department works daily to keep
campus tidy for all of us George
Foxians as well as perspective
Foxians and visitors.

others? There are other parts of
campus. Hoover Park, or that park
we can play, but also be respectful

THE
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JUSTICE: Justice conference

TRUSTEES: The students come

teaches about distribution of wealth

fi r s t t o t h e B o a r d

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 2

Simple Way and Ben Cohen, one of
the founders of "Ben and Jerry's Ice

education at George Fox.
When asked about anticipated

Cream," were the demonstrators of

decisions the board will have to make

the day, giving the audience facts
concerning nuclear weapons, gov

Palmer listed the possibility of online

ernment funding, military funding

and how poverty has been created.
America is 20% of the world popula
tion and is using 80% of the world's
resources. We don't live on an earth

that wasn't fit to support all human
ity. Claiborne said, "We've created

poverty because we haven't figured
out how to share." Cohen did an

Oreo bargraph, showing how much
of the budget is used on the Penta
gon, in comparison to the amount

CRESCENT

■

within the next year, Crlsman and
classes, expanding the Bon dining
area, launching physical therapy as an

e r

offered major, and building a second
student union building to accommo
date incoming students.
Both Crisman and Palmer recognize
the importance of creating an environ
ment not only conducive to academic

in Finance

pursuits, but one that is pleasant to be
in.

After all, noted Crisman, "the stu
dents are what we're all about."

Industry relevant

used on education, heaith care,

Head Start, and college scholarship

y

as well as the budget for China and

ABSENCE;What about Black His

Russia's military. Resources used on
the Pentagon totaled $700 million.

tory Month?
Continued from page 7

After dinner, Lynne Hybels, the
author of "Nice Girls Don't Change
the World," interviewed Stephen

initiative, then it will happen. The buck
stops here.

Bauman, the President and CEO of
World Relief. Bauman started out

by saying that "Justice and injustice

wears skin. It's personal." He said,
"The church lives out it's calling
when the arms of the church com

munity are wrapped around a com

munity of pain." Bauman and Hybels
also talked about how women are

the "world's greatest untapped re
s o u r c e " a n d a b o u t Wo r l d R e l i e f ' s
new program to empower women

across the globe to teach and learn
life skills.

The night ended with Francis
Chan, the author of "Crazy Love'i
"Forgotten God" and "Erasing Hell."

He started by encouraging the audi
ence to not "let anyone talk you out
of the passion you have for Justice."
He encouraged the audience to "get
out of the safe mode" because "we

have no idea what's waiting for us"
when this life ends.
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Cross-dfsclplinary
" Globally aware

This time next year, I want to partner
with other departments such as Spiri

Ethically grounded

tual Life, Residence Life, the Associated
Student Community, and Academic De
partments to not only raise awareness,
but also to generate excitement about
Black History Month as well as other
ethnic heritage months. I even discov

Curriculum aligned with the CFA

ered that there is a Multicultural Repre
sentative position on the ASC Supreme

>

Court who serves as a liaison and a voice
for multicultural students and clubs.
As we continue to strive to be a

more inclusive and diverse campus, my
prayer is that we, as an institution and

student body, are open to new things
that stretch our perspectives, comfort
zones and scope of reality.

10 month Master's degree
Full time

No work experience required
Monthly information sessions

LACROSSE: Women's lacrosse

pushed to 2014
Continued from page 3

Eric Knox said at the end of the

night that fifteen years ago, justice
people were branded as social

gospel liberals and now, the people
are coherently fighting for justice.

Although delayed, the ball is still
rolling. "We are in conversation with the

coach we would like to hire," said Taylor.
The coaching selection Is still unavailable
to the public.

While George Fox tries to catch up to
other Northwest Conference schools, it
awaits the beginning of its latest addition

Pacific Lutheran University
School of Business | Tacoma, WA 98447

(253) 535-7330 i msff^plu.edu | choose.pIu.edu/msf

to the sports program.

The drama and humanity of ^^Downton Abbey^^
By ALEXIS CHRISTOPHERSON
C r e s c e r i t S t a ff

Everyone has TV shows they
love: the ones with the characters

they adore and the plots that keep
them on their toes. Circumstantial
factors can also add to the value

of a show. For me, this show is

"Downton Abbey."
As a general rule, I enjoy
British TV. The Brits have way
better comedy, in my opinion. But
this isn't an article about British

comedy; this is an article about a
British drama.

"Downton Abbey" is a BBC Mas

terpiece collection show that pre
mieres first in the United Kingdom
before making its way across the
shore. And it always arrives with a
bang.

The show takes place In the
English countryside around the
First World War. The show bounces

from the high society life of Lord
Grantham and his family; to the

rich residents of Downton Abbey;
to the lives of the servants down
stairs.

Lord Grantham is married with

three daughters: Mary, Edith and
Sybil, who all experience their
own adventures in love. However,
zero male heirs to the Grantham

estate pose a big problem and

subsequently propel the storyline
forward. Grantham sets his sights
on Matthew Crawley, a secondclass lawyer who the Grantham
family brings into the family fold.

That, of course, is when all the ex

citement really starts.

But I am still watching.
It's not the drama that earns

Downstairs, the servants, led

loyal viewers. In a sense, the appeal

by the upright Mr. Carson and

of the show resides in the true

Mrs. Hues, balance their lives of
service with their own internal
emotional turmoil. There's the

humanity of intersecting people
who belong to different classes,

head housemaid, Anna, with a
gentile heart that falls in love
with Lord Grantham's valet, Mr.

the clash and the harmony of mul

Bates. Two footmen, Thomas and

William, compete for the atten
tions of Daisy, the kitchen maid.
There's O'Brian, who is just as slimy
as Thomas, but as good- hearted
as Anna. And then of course, the
chauffeur, who falls in love with

the youngest Grantham daughter,
Lady Sybil. Oops.
The family's conundrum lay in
love triangles: the unrequited love
between Matthew and Mary; the
overbearing grandmother (played
by Maggie Smith, who is absolutely

places, ages and beliefs. It shows

tiple events and situations that In

some form or another impact us
as well. It's applicable today in the
interactions between characters

and plays to our internal hope
that good things come out of bad
ones—even if the bad is only the
lack of an appropriate heir to your
subliminal throne.

All of that to say, "Downton
Abbey" is definitely a show that
warrants a watch, even if you aren't

into class separation. If anything,
the costumes and sets will capture
you enough to keep you attached.

fantastic); Matthew's equally over

bearing mother; and the inconve
nience of a world at war. Add in a

few compromising situations and
a couple war benefit concerts, and

you've got the drama of'Abbey."

So why do I love this show so

much? It's dramatic, romantic, silly,
petty and various other degrad
ing verbs. The vast segregation
between the high class Grantham
family and the lowly lives of the
servants should make me squirm,

"...the appeal of the
show resides in the

true humanity of
intersecting people

who belong to different

classes, places, ages and
beliefs."

being the freedom crying Ameri
can that I am.
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